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1 Introduction to this guide

The Microbial Assays for Antibiotics Package for PLA 3.0 is your software for assessing
the potency of antibiotics. This add-on supports various methods, that is, cylinder-plate,
turbidimetric, and combination of microbial assays. It enables you to closely follow the
guidelines laid out in the United States Pharmacopeia (USP <81>) and the Japanese
Pharmacopoeia (JP 4.02).
Tip: Our Biological Assays Package provides the features you need for parallel-line assays
such as those recommended for the microbiological assay of antibiotics by the European
Pharmacopoeia.
Purpose and structure of this guide
PLA 3.0 consists of the PLA 3.0 Framework and PLA 3.0 add-ons such as the Microbial Assays for
Antibiotics Package. This guide is intended for users who have a working knowledge of PLA 3.0,
but no previous experience with the Microbial Assays for Antibiotics Package. It explains basic
concepts and major features of this add-on. The guide assumes that you have a valid license,
and the add-on has been activated for your PLA 3.0 database.
Tip: Please consult our Help Center for tutorials on how to acquire licenses, activate addons, and start working with PLA 3.0.
PLA 3.0 organizes processes, data, and results into documents. The Microbial Assays for
Antibiotics Package provides several document types that broadly correspond to the following
functional areas:
• Assay document types: Provide the features you need to organize observation data, calculate
potencies, define statistical tests, and document the setup of experiments for individual
microbial assays.
• Advanced analysis document types: Provide the features you need to combine microbial
assays.
Analytical methods and document types
The Microbial Assays for Antibiotics Package provides the following document types.
Note: Additional document types may be available in your database.
Assay document types:
• Cylinder-plate assay (USP <81>): Provides the features you need to determine the potency
of antibiotics according to the cylinder-plate method described in USP <81>. The application
uses a linear regression model to fit the standard curve. You select the method to correct for
plate-to-plate variation. To determine absolute potencies, the application interpolates the
response values of the test samples on the standard curve. It calculates relative potencies
based on the reference step of the standard.
• Cylinder-plate assay (JP 4.02): Provides the features you need to determine the potency
of antibiotics according to the cylinder-plate method described in JP 4.02. The application
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compares the response values of the test sample at high and low concentration to the
response of the standard at high and low concentration.
• Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>, JP 4.02): Provides the features you need to determine the
potency of antibiotics according to the turbidimetric methods described in USP <81> and JP
4.02. The application uses a linear regression model to fit the standard curve. To determine
absolute potencies, the application interpolates the response values of the test samples
on the standard curve. It calculates relative potencies based on the reference step of the
standard.
Advanced analysis document types:
• Combination of microbial assays: Provides the features you need to aggregate data of
assay documents, apply confidence limits, check for outliers, perform combination of
assays calculations, and define statistical tests. Calculations are performed according to the
guidelines laid out in USP <81>.
Typographic conventions
This guide consists of concept, task, and reference sections. Concept sections provide brief
introductions to a feature or dialog. Task sections explain how you accomplish a particular task.
Reference sections describe the UI controls of a feature or dialog in detail. Each task and each
reference section has a "menu cascade" that indicates how you access the UI controls required
for the task or how you access the feature or dialog described in the reference.
The following menu cascade, for example, indicates how you access the settings of the Standard
sample in an assay document:
Content editor > Element pane > Setup > Assay elements > Standard
Throughout this guide, names of UI controls are indicated by upper case initials such as in
"Content editor" and "Assay elements".
Abbreviations
This guide uses the following abbreviations:
• USCPA: Cylinder-plate assay (USP <81>)
• JCPA: Cylinder-plate assay (JP 4.02)
• TmA: Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>, JP 4.02)
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2 Assay document types

The assay document types of the Microbial Assays for Antibiotics Package provide the features
you need to organize observation data, calculate potencies, and define statistical tests for
individual microbial assays. They allow you to closely follow the guidelines laid out in USP
<81> and/or JP 4.02, but also provide considerable flexibility. Moreover, assay document
types provide features that allow you to document supplemental information on the setup of
experiments.
Structure of assay documents
Each assay document has three sections, that is, Setup, Analysis, and Documentation, plus one
or more optional Comment sections.

Figure 1. The three sections of an assay document plus an optional Comment section displayed in
the Content editor for a Cylinder-plate assay (USP <81>) document.
Setup:
• Provide information on the setup of experiments that is required to calculate potencies.
• Organize observation data.
Analysis:
• Define how your reponse data is to be processed prior to calculating potencies.
• Select a logarithmic dose transformation where required.
• Select a sample correction method where required.
• Define the statistical tests you need for your microbial assay.
5/26
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Documentation:
• Provide supplemental information on the setup of experiments that is needed for
documentary purposes, but is not required to calculate potencies or organize observation
data.
Comment:
• Add one or more Comment sections to provide additional information on your assay.

2.1 Setup section
When you start a new microbial assay in PLA 3.0, you create a new document and select one
of the three assay document types provided by the Microbial Assays for Antibiotics Package.
The default Setup section of the resulting assay document closely mirrors the assay setup
recommended for this method by USP <81> and/or JP 4.02.
If your own assay is to closely follow these guidelines, the default settings of the Setup
section may require little configuration on your part. If your own assay is to depart from these
guidelines, the add-on provides a range of features that allow you to modify the Setup section.
For an outline that allows you to compare key settings of the default Setup sections in the three
assay document types, see:
• Default settings
For examples on how to modify the Setup section, see the following topics in the Getting Started
Guide:
• Change concentration sequence (TmA): Discusses the settings you need to change in a
Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) document when you work with a 7-step rather than a
5-step concentration sequence.
• Add controls and define rack layout (TmA): Explains how you add controls to a Turbidimetric
assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) document and how you define the layout of your tube racks in the
"by Position" editor.
• Add test sample and adjust position factors (USCPA): Explains how you add a test sample to a
Cylinder-plate assay (USP <81>) document and adjust position factors.
• Use large plates (JCPA): Discusses the settings you need to change in a Cylinder-plate assay
(JP 4.02) document when you work with large plates rather than Petri dishes.

2.1.1

Default settings

Compare key settings of the default Setup sections in the three assay document types.
The following outline lists key settings of the default Setup sections in assay documents of the
Cylinder-plate assay (USP <81>), Cylinder-plate assay (JP 4.02), and Turbidimetric assay (USP
<81>/JP 4.02) document types.
Default Setup 1: Cylinder-plate assay (USP <81>)
File menu > New > Available document types > Microbial Assays for Antibiotics > Cylinderplate assay (USP <81>) > Content editor
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Figure 2. The Setup section of a Cylinder-plate assay (USP <81>) document displayed in the
Content editor.
When you create a new assay document of the Cylinder-plate assay (USP <81>) type, the Setup
section has the following default settings:
Section

Item: Default value

Setup > Assay design

Cylinders per plate: 6
Reference measurements per
plate: 3
Plate replicates: 3

Setup > Assay elements > Standard > Stepwise
concentration sequence

• Concentration step: 1.5625
• Concentration step: 1.25
• Reference step: 1
• Concentration step: 0.8
• Concentration step: 0.64

Default Setup 2: Cylinder-plate assay (JP 4.02)
File menu > New > Available document types > Microbial Assays for Antibiotics > Cylinderplate assay (JP 4.02) > Content editor
When you create a new assay document of the Cylinder-plate assay (JP 4.02) type, the Setup
section has the following default settings:
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Section

Item: Default value

Setup > Assay design

Sets per plate: 1
Tip: One set provides four observations, that is, one
observation each for:
• Standard solution of high concentration
• Standard solution of low concentration
• Test sample solution of high concentration
• Test sample solution of low concentration
Number of plates: 5

Setup > Assay design >
Standard solutions

• Potency of high contentration solution: 2
• Potency of low contentration solution: 1

Default Setup 3: Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02)
File menu > New > Available document types > Microbial Assays for Antibiotics > Turbidimetric
assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) > Content editor
When you create a new assay document of the Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) type, the
Setup section has the following default settings:
Section

Item: Default value

Setup > Assay elements > Standard

Number of replicates: 3

Setup > Assay elements > Standard > Stepwise concentration
sequence

• Concentration: 1.5625
• Concentration: 1.25
• Reference
concentration: 1
• Concentration: 0.8
• Concentration: 0.64

Setup > Assay elements > Test

2.1.2

Number of replicates: 3

Change concentration sequence (TmA)

New Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) documents are set up for assays that have 5
concentrations of the standard, that is, 1 reference concentration, which is the median level, plus
4 additional concentrations. You can change concentration values, add or delete concentrations,
and change the position of concentrations in the sequence.
Content editor > Setup > Assay elements > Standard > Stepwise concentration sequence
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Before you begin
You have created an assay document of the Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) document
type.

About this task
The standard of new Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) documents has a 5-step
concentration sequence by default. If you work with a 7-step sequence, for example, you add
two Concentration elements and adjust the values of the concentrations in the sequence.

Figure 3. The Stepwise concentration sequence is displayed in the Content editor for a
Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) document. Two Concentration elements have been
added and are displayed at the lower end of the sequence. The default value of newly added
concentrations is "1". The second to last Concentration element is being dragged to the upper end
of the sequence to be dropped at the position of the blue line.

Procedure
1. Click "by Sequence" to display the "by Sequence" editor.
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Figure 4. The Standard is selected from the drop-down list above the table in the "by Sequence"
editor.
Result: The table displayed in the "by Sequence" editor has 5 rows for the 5 steps of the
Standard's concentration sequence and 3 columns for its 3 replicates, which is the default in
Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) documents.
2. Click Content to display the Content editor.
3. Expand the Setup, Assay elements, and Standard nodes to display Stepwise concentration
sequence.
4. Select Stepwise concentration sequence.
5. Right-click Concentration in the Creatable elements pane, and select Create multiple
elements from the context menu.

Result: The Create multiple elements dialog opens. "Number of elements to create" is set to
"1" by default.

6. Change the value of "Number of elements to create" to "2" and click OK to add two
concentrations to the assay document.

Tip: To delete a Concentration element from the sequence, right-click the element in the
sequence, and select Delete element from the context menu.
Result: A sixth and a seventh concentration are displayed at the lower end of the "Stepwise
concentration sequence" section of the document. The default value of newly added
concentrations is "1".

7. To change the value of a Concentration element, click the value to activate its input box, type
in the value you require, and press Enter.
8. To change the position of a Concentration element in the sequence, click the element and
hold the mouse button until the element is highlighted blue.
9. Drag the Concentration element up the sequence, and drop the element when the dark blue
line is displayed in the position where you need the element.
10. Once you have completed work on the Stepwise concentration sequence in the Content
editor, click "by Sequence" to display the "by Sequence" editor.
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Figure 5. A Standard with a 7-step concentration sequence is displayed in the "by Sequence"
editor. The Reference concentration (median level of the Standard) of this sequence is 100 µg/
mL.
Result: The table of the "by Sequence" editor adjusts automatically as you change the
Stepwise concentration sequence in the Content editor. The order of the table rows reflects
the order of the Concentration elements in the Content editor. The values in the row headers
(grey column) reflect the values of the Concentration elements in the Content editor.

2.1.3

Add controls and define rack layouts (TmA)

New Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) documents are set up for assays that have a
standard with a 5-step concentration sequence and a single test sample. You can add controls
and additional test samples. To help you keep track of the spatial arrangement of your samples,
the "by Position" editor allows you to create a visual representation of your rack layouts.
Content editor > Setup > Assay elements

Before you begin
You have created an assay document of the Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) document
type.

About this task
The Assay elements section of the new Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) document
contains 2 assay elements—the 5-step standard and a test sample—with 3 replicates each. Both
USP <81> and JP 4.02 recommend to use controls with the turbidimetric method. To comply
with USP <81>, for example, you can add a control with 6 replicates, which allows for 2 control
tubes of the test diluent without antibiotic for each of 3 tube racks. To comply with JP 4.02, you
can add a control with 3 replicates, which allows for 1 control tube of water plus suspension of
test organism for each of 3 tube racks.
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Figure 6. A control named "CTL1" has been added and is displayed in the Assay elements section of
this document. The value of Number of replicates has been changed to "6".

Procedure
1. Click "by Position" to display the "by Position" editor.

Figure 7. Rack 1 is selected from the first drop-down list above the table in the "by Position"
editor.
Result: The table displayed in the "by Position" editor has 2 rows and 4 columns, which
represents a tube rack with 8 positions and is the default in Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP
4.02) documents. It accommodates the 5-step standard, a test sample, and two control tubes.
2. Click Content to display the Content editor.
3. Expand the Setup node to display Assay elements and Observation data.
4. Expand the Observation data node to display the elements that define the columns of the
Observations table.

Figure 8. The first of the three "Column: Position factor" elements, which is named "Row", has
its "Number of positions" element highlighted. The value is set to "2", which is the default in
Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) documents. The value is also displayed in the first line
that belongs to this Postion factor column.
Result: The maximum "Number of positions" is displayed for each of the 3 Position factor
columns—Row, Column, and Rack—that are available in the Observations editor. The three
Number of positions values also define the layout of the table in the "by Position" table. By
default, the value of Number of positions is set to "2" for Row, "4" for Column, and "3" for
Rack.
5. Select Assay elements.
6. Right-click Control in the Creatable elements pane, and select Create multiple elements from
the context menu.
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Result: The Create multiple elements dialog opens. "Number of elements to create" is set to
"1" by default.
7. Click OK to add a control to the assay document.

Result: A control named "CTL1" is displayed in the Assay elements section of the document.

8. Select the Number of replicates element that belongs to the control, click the value to
activate the input box, change the number from "3" (default setting) to "6", and press Enter.
9. Click "by Position" to display the "by Position" editor.
10. Ensure that "Rack: 1" is selected from the first drop-down list above the table and that
"Observation group ID" is selected from the second drop-down list.
11. Assign the standard to the first empty table cell: Double-click the cell to display the arrow of
the assignment drop-down list, click the arrow to display the list, and select "Standard" from
the list.
Result: The name of the Standard elment is displayed in the table cell, and the cell is filled
with the display color of the Standard element.

12. Assign all table cells to match the rack layout of your experiment: Assign the standard to 5
table cells, the test sample to 1 table cell, and the control to 2 table cells.

Figure 9. Each of the table cells that represent Rack 1 has been assigned to one of the Assay
elements.
13. Select the "Sequence step" option from the second drop-down list above the table.
14. Assign the lowest concentration—"0.64" by default—to the first empty table cell: Doubleclick the cell to display the arrow of the assignment drop-down list, click the arrow to display
the list, and select "0.64" or other lowest concentration from the list.
Result: The value of the lowest concentration is displayed in the table cell.

15. Assign all table cells of the standard to match the rack layout of your experiment: Assign each
of the 5 concentrations to 1 table cell of the standard.
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Figure 10. Each of the table cells that represent the standard in Rack 1 has been assigned to one
of the concentrations of the standard.
16. Select the "Rack: 2" option from the first drop-down list above the table, and assign Assay
elements and standard concentrations to the table cells that represent Rack 2.
17. Assign Assay elements and standard concentrations to the table cells that represent Rack 3.

2.1.4

Add test sample and adjust position factors (USCPA)

New Cylinder-plate assay (USP <81>) documents are set up for assays that have a single test
sample. If you add test samples and want to use the "by Position" editor, you also have to adjust
Position factor (Plate) settings.
Content editor > Setup > Assay elements
Content editor > Setup > Observation data > Column: Position factor (Plate)

Before you begin
You have created a new assay document of the Cylinder-plate assay (USP <81>) document type.

About this task
New Cylinder-plate assay (USP <81>) documents contain a single test sample. The Position
factor (Plate) column of the Observations table has the Number of positions set to "15". By
default, this covers 3 Plate replicates of the following:
• Standard: Has a 5-step concentration sequence by default and therefore requires 12 plates
(Petri dishes), that is, 3 plate replicates for each of 4 concentration steps.
• 1 test sample: Requires 3 plates.
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Figure 11. A second test sample named "TST2" has been added and is displayed in the Assay
elements section of this document. The Number of positions element that belongs to the Position
factor (Plate) column is highlighted blue. Its value is set to "15", which is the default in Cylinderplate assay (USP <81>) documents.
Tip: For every Test sample you add, you have to increase this setting by 3 if you work with 3
Plate replicates since each Test sample requires 3 plates.

Procedure
1. Click "by Position" to display the "by Position" editor.

Result: The table displayed in the "by Position" editor has 6 rows (Cylinders per plate) and 15
columns (Plates), which is the default in Cylinder-plate assay (USP <81>) documents.

2. Click Content to display the Content editor.
3. Expand the Setup node to display Assay elements.
4. Select Assay elements.
5. Right-click Test in the Creatable elements pane, and select Create multiple elements from the
context menu.
Result: The Create multiple elements dialog opens. "Number of elements to create" is set to
"1" by default.
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6. Click OK to add a test sample to the assay document.

Result: A second test sample named "TST2" is displayed in the Assay elements section of the
document.

7. Expand the Observation data node to display the elements that define the columns of the
Observations table.
8. Expand the second "Column: Position factor" node, which is named "Plate" by default, to
display its Number of positions element.
9. Click the number to activate the input box, change the number from "15" (default setting) to
"18", and press Enter.
10. Click "by Position" to display the "by Position" editor.

Result: The table displayed in the "by Position" editor now has 6 rows (Cylinders per plate)
and 18 columns (Plates).

2.1.5

Use large plates (JCPA)

New Cylinder-plate assay (JP 4.02) documents are set up for assays that have 5 plates (Petri
dishes) with 4 observations per plate. If you work with large plates, you can adjust both the
Number of plates and the Sets per plate. If you want to use the "by Position" editor, you also
have to adjust Position factor settings.
Content editor > Setup > Assay design > Sets per plate
Content editor > Setup > Assay design > Number of plates

Before you begin
You have created a new assay document of the Cylinder-plate assay (JP 4.02) document type.

About this task
New Cylinder-plate assay (JP 4.02) documents contain settings intended for assays with 5 plates
(Petri dishes) and 4 observations per plate. If you work with large plates, you can change these
settings to match the setup of your experiment. You need to change the following:
• Sets per plate
• Number of plates
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Figure 12. The Assay design section is displayed in the Content editor. The value of Sets per plate is
set to "1" and the value of Number of plates to "5", which are the defaults in Cylinder-plate assay
(JP 4.02) documents.
Tip: If you want to use the "by Position" editor, you also have to adjust settings for the
Position factor columns of the Observations table.

Procedure
1. Click Content to display the Content editor.
2. Expand the Setup and Assay design nodes to display both Sets per plate and Number of
plates.
3. Select Sets per plate, click the number to activate the input box, change the number to match
the setup of your experiment, and press Enter.
Example: The default value of "1" works for assays that have 1 set of 4 observations
(cylinders) per plate (Petri dish).
4. Select Number of plates, click the number to activate the input box, change the number to
match the setup of your experiment, and press Enter.
Example: The default value of "5" works for assays that have 5 plates (Petri dishes).
5. If you want to work with the "by Position" editor, expand the Observation data node to
display the elements that define the columns of the Observations table.
6. Expand the first "Column: Position factor" node, which is named "Position" by default, to
display its Number of positions element.
7. Change the number to match the value you entered for Sets per plate, and press Enter.
Example: The default value of "4" works for assays that have 1 set of 4 observations
(cylinders) per plate (Petri dish).
8. Expand the second "Column: Position factor" node, which is named "Plate" by default, to
display its Number of positions element.
9. Change the number to match the value you entered for Number of plates, and press Enter.
Example: The default value of "5" works for assays that have 5 plates (Petri dishes).
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2.2 Analysis section
Define how your response data is to be processed prior to calculationg potencies. Add
logarithmic dose transformations. Select a sample correction method. And define the statistical
tests you require for your microbial assay.
All assay document types allow you to define statistical tests and add response data processing
steps. Logarithmic dose transformation is available in documents of both the Cylinder-plate
assay (USP <81>) and the Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) type. Sample correction
methods are only available in documents of the Cylinder-plate assay (USP <81>) type.

Figure 13. The Analysis section of a Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) document is displayed
in the Content editor. The drop-down list displayed allows you to select the Logarithm base of the
Logarithmic dose transformation. You can select the "No dose transformation" option from the
drop-down list that is located one line above in the left column if you want to turn off Logarithmic
dose transformation entirely.
For examples on how to set up the Analysis section, see the following topics in the Getting
Started Guide:
• Add response data processing: Explains how you set up a Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP
4.02) document to have response data processed prior to calculating potencies. Adjustment,
normalization, transformation, and replicate averaging are available in the assay document
type.
• Define test system: Discusses how you define statistical tests in a Turbidimetric assay (USP
<81>/JP 4.02) document. The test system we define consists of two assay suitability tests and
one sample suitability test:
◦ Combined standard deviation of the standard
◦ Coefficient of determination (R²)
◦ Relative potency (percentage of reference concentration)

2.2.1

Add response data processing

New assay documents contain response data processing steps, but all are disabled by default.
Define how your response data is to be processed prior to calculationg potencies.
In this example, we use a Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) document to show how you
define and enable response data processing steps.
Content editor > Analysis > Response data processing
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Before you begin
You have created an assay document of the Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) document
type.

About this task
The Response data processing section of new Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02)
documents contains four response data processing steps, that is, Adjustment, Normalization,
Transformation, and Replicate averaging. All steps are disabled by default.
Tip: You can add additional Adjustment and Normalization steps if you require.
Tip: The calculation provided for turbidimetric assays in USP <81> uses Replicate averaging.
In this example, we enable and define an Adjustment step that uses the response of a control.
This results in an assay calculation that subtracts the response of the control from the responses
of the samples prior to calculating potencies.

Figure 14. The Response data processing steps of a Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02)
document are displayed in the the Content editor. All four steps are disabled by default.

Procedure
1. To add a control: Expand the Setup node, select Assay elements, and double-click Control in
the Creatable elements pane.
Result: A control has been added to the Assay elements section of the document.

2. Expand the Analysis, Response data processing, and Adjustment nodes to display the No
adjustment drop-down list.
3. Select the "by Assay element" option from the drop-down list.

Figure 15. The options of the No adjustment drop-down list are displayed.
Result: An additional element named "Assay element" is displayed in the Adjustment section
of the document.
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4. Click the right column of the Assay element row to display its drop-down list, and select the
Control whose response you want to subtract from the responses of the samples.

Figure 16. The options of the Assay element drop-down list are displayed for the Adjustment
element.
Result: The name of the control you want to use to adjust response values is displayed in the
right column of the Assay element row.

2.2.2

Define test system

New assay documents do not contain any statistical tests. Add the assay suitability and sample
suitability tests you require.
In this example, we use a Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) document to show how you
define a test system.
Content editor > Analysis > Test system > Assay suitability tests
Content editor > Analysis > Test system > Sample suitability tests

Before you begin
You have created an assay document of the Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) document
type.

About this task
The Test system section of new Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) documents does not
contain any statistical tests. To comply with USP <81>, for example, you can set up the following
assay suitability and sample suitability tests:
• Combined standard deviation of the standard
• Coefficient of determination (R²)
• Relative potency (percentage of reference concentration)
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Figure 17. The three tests have been added to a Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) document
and are displayed in the Test system section of the Content editor.

Procedure
1. Click Content to display the Content editor.
2. Expand the Analysis and Test system nodes to display both Assay suitability tests and Sample
suitability tests.
3. Select the Assay suitability tests entry to display the available tests in the Creatable elements
pane.
4. Double-click "Test: Combined standard deviation of the standard".

Result: The test is displayed in the Assay suitability tests section of the document.

5. Select Upper margin, and click the number to activate the input box.
6. Enter ".1" as the limit for the combined standard deviation of the standard.
7. Select the Assay suitability tests entry to display the available tests in the Creatable elements
pane.
2

8. Double-click "Test: Coefficient of determination (R )".

Result: The test is displayed in the Assay suitability tests section of the document.

9. Select Lower margin, and click the number to activate the input box.
10. Enter ".9" as the limit for the coefficient of determination.
11. Select the Sample suitability tests entry to display the available tests in the Creatable
elements pane.
12. Double-click "Test: Relative potency (percentage of reference concentration)".

Result: The test is displayed in the Sample suitability tests section of the document.

13. Select Upper margin, and click the number to activate the input box.
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14. Enter "125" as the upper limit for the relative potency of test samples compared to the
reference concentration of the standard.
15. Select Lower margin, and click the number to activate the input box.
16. Enter "80" as the lower limit for the relative potency of test samples compared to the
reference concentration of the standard.
17. Ensure that the "Test samples only" (default) option is selected for Assay element type scope.
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3 Advanced analysis

When you need to combine microbial assays to analyze the potency of an antibiotic, you create
a new document in PLA 3.0 and select the Combination of microbial assays document type.
This document allows you to aggregate data of samples contained in assay documents, apply
confidence limits, check for outliers, perform combination of assays calculations, and define
statistical tests. The calculations allow you to closely follow the guidelines laid out in USP
<81>. Advanced analysis document types also provide features that allow you to document
supplemental information.
Structure of Combination of microbial assays documents
Each Combination of microbial assays document has three sections, that is, Potency data,
Analysis, and Documentation, plus one or more optional Comment sections.

Figure 18. The three sections of a Combination of microbial assays document plus an optional
Comment section displayed in the Content editor.
Potency data:
• Aggregate observation data of existing assays.
• Organize observation data.
Analysis:
• Define confidence limits.
• Apply outlier tests.
• Define the statistical tests you need for your advanced analysis.
Documentation:
• Provide supplemental information on your advanced analysis that is needed for documentary
purposes.
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Comment:
• Add one or more Comment sections.

3.1 Define combination groups
Assign samples to combination groups to control which samples are included in combination of
assays calculations. You have to assign samples to combination groups if you want to perform
several combination calculations in a single Combination of microbial assays document. You may
also have to assign samples to combination groups if single assay documents whose data is to
be aggregated contain several samples.
The assignment is done in the assay documents rather than the Combination of microbial assays
document. In this example, we use a Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) document to show
how you assign samples to combination groups.
Content editor > Setup > Assay elements > Test > Combination group
Content editor > Setup > Assay elements > Control > Combination group

Before you begin
You have created an assay document of the Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) document
type.

About this task
New Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) documents contain a single test sample. By default,
this test sample is assigned to a Combination group named "Combination group 1". If you
add additional test samples or controls, they are assigned to separate, consecutively named
combination groups.
When you set up a Combination of microbial assays document, you select the samples to
be included by referencing the assay documents that contain the samples. So, if you want to
include two samples of an assay document in the same combination of assays calculation, for
example, you have to change the assignment of at least one of these samples to have both
samples assigned to the same combination group.
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Figure 19. The Test sample section of a Turbidimetric assay (USP <81>/JP 4.02) document
is displayed in the Content editor. The sample is assigned to a combination group named
"Combination group 1". The input box of the Combination group element is activated.

Procedure
1. Click Content to display the Content editor.
2. Expand the Setup, Assay elements, and Test nodes.

Result: The Combination group element of the test sample (TST1) is displayed. It is named
"Combination group 1". This means that TST1 is assigned to Combination group 1.

3. Select Assay elements and double-click Control in the Creatable elements pane.

Result: A control named "CTL1" is displayed in the Assay elements section of the document.
The combination group of this control is named "Combination group 2".

4. Select Assay elements and double-click Test in the Creatable elements pane.

Result: A test sample named "TST2" is displayed in the Assay elements section of the
document. The combination group of this test sample is named "Combination group 3".

5. Click the name to activate the input box, and change the name from "Combination group 3"
to "Combination group 1".
Result: Both TST1 and TST2 are now assigned to Combination group 1.

3.2 Aggregate observation data
Specify the assay documents that contain the samples whose data is to be aggregated in the
Combination of microbial assays document.
References editor > Add reference button > Document reference dialog

Before you begin
You have created an advanced analysis document of the Combination of microbial assays
document type. And you have two or more assay documents that contain samples whose data
you want to aggregate.

About this task
When you set up a Combination of microbial assays document, you can specify the samples to
be included by referencing the assay documents that contain the samples. The References editor
provides a dialog that allows you to navigate to these assay documents and select them to have
the required references added to the Combination of microbial assays document.
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Figure 20. 10 test samples have been added to the References editor of a Combination of microbial
assays document. Each table row represents 1 sample. The first table column lists the document
keys of the documents that contain the test samples. 10 documents are listed. Each document
contains 1 sample. The second column lists the names of the test samples. All 10 samples
are named "U3". The third column lists the names of the combination groups to which the
samples are assigned. 5 test samples are assigned to "Combination group 1", and the other 5
to "Combination group 2". When the user clicks the Calculate button, the application performs
2 separate combination of assays calculations—one for Combination group 1, the other for
Combination group 2. The table contains an additional 4 columns by default, that is, Absolute
potency, Absolute potency unit, Test state, and Technical outlier.

Procedure
1. Save the new Combination of microbial assays document.
2. Click the References button to display the References editor.
3. Click the Add reference button above the table to open the Document reference dialog.
Result: The Document reference dialog is displayed.

4. In the folder tree of the dialog, navigate to the folder that contains the assay documents
whose data you want to aggregate.
5. Select the folder in the folder tree to display its content in the table of the dialog.
6. In the table of the dialog, select the assay documents whose data you want to aggregate.
7. Click OK to confirm your selection and to close the Document reference dialog.

Result: The samples of the assay documents you selected in the Document reference dialog
are now listed in the table of the References editor.
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